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Hhe induction harden-

ing, an.dtempe~~ o.r
gears and. cnllC~1
components ISIr3dI-

tiormlly !Ii hot subject in heat
lreatiog. In recent years. gear
rnanufa turers have increased
their knowledge in this technol-
ogy for 'qwLIity gears.

Ia contrast to carburi.zi ng
and nilriding,indllction lilaI'd-
ening does not require YOII to
Ileal a. whole gear. Wilh mduc-
Ilion, me heating islocalized to
'!hose areas where metaHmgica1
change are desired. The indue-
'Lion hardening process is a
combination of electromagnet-
ic. heat trn.n fer and metallurgi-
cal phenomena thai occurs
wilen a workpieoe (i.e, gear) is

heated rapidly to 3. temperature
hove lrun.which is required ~m

a "hn e transformation to
au tenlte andlhen rapidly
quen hed, One of the goals of
induction Iharoerring is to pro-
vide a. fine grain martensilic
layer on specific areas of 'the
gear to increase hmdDess and
wear re i tanee while allowing
the remainder of the part to be
unaffeeted by 'the prace .
AlloUter goa] dea'ls with an
ability to provide significant
compressive stresses althe
workpieoe surface. This is a
cnrcial fearure, since it reduces
crack propagarion,

.Induction heat treating is
typically accompliShed in ill rel-
al'ively han time and with bigh
efficiency 'because energy is
applied to the part only where it
i needed. Induction equipment
can be easily automated. and

Fl.1-Sam,ple Induction hardened gears,

incorporated into a work cell.
The ability to heat treat in-line.
as opposed to, batch proc:e sing.
provideslUgh pmduclivityand
controlIabitJity and take less
shop floor space.

The .kind of steel or iron
used and its prior microstruc-
ture and gear performance
characteristics dictate the
required bardne profile, gear
trengtlh and residual stress

di tribution. Minimum gear
hape di tonion and pattern

repeatability are among the
rno t critical. parameters that
hould be satisfi.ed when heal

treating gears.
! Not alii workpieces areI weD uited for induction heat-
i. ing, 1'be best candidates are

parts thar have a classical

1.,

1, geometry~ including bushings,
bars. pin , rings, plates, shafts.
etc. External 'Spur and helical
gears, bevel and wonn gears.

I
I
I. an induction gear beat treat-

I
I
!

internal gear racks and
sprockets are also amongtbe
parts that often undergo heal
treating by induction (Fig. 1).

HardeniqgPattems
The lirst step in designing

ment machine is specifying tile
required hardne profile.
There is a common misconcep-
tion that a unifonn contour pro-

file is always the best pattern
for gear hardening applica-
tiODS. It is not In many cases. a
certain hardne gradient pm-
file can provide a gear with bel-
ter peJfonnance. Let's briefly
evaluate a variety of hardening
patterns (Fig. 2) and their effect
on .3 gear's load carrying capac-

I ity and life.
! Pattern A is a flankI hardening paUemtbat has
I been used since the [ate
I 1940 for hardening. large
: gears (out ide diameter
[ greater than 300 mill. with

I
, tooth modules of 10-12 and

I
i larger). This pattern provides
the required wear resistance, Ii

I" but 'the typical failure mode
of gears with this type of i

i pattern j a fatigue crack ini-

I tiating at the tooth rootarea,
It i typically stmngly rec-

il :=;:~:t~~'~:'Ih;':OO:
Mea as well, such as that pic-

I
· tured .il'l pattern I.

I

Pattern B i iii fianJ:: and
tooth Ilaroening pattern. This

I, pattern has a imilar honeom-
! inS to the previ.ou . one, feamr-
! ing poor load carrying capacity.

II can be used in cases where
wear resistance is of prime eon-
cern. However. patterns E, F
and G provide better results
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when wear, tear and fatigue
resistance are required,

Pattern C is a, tooth tip
hardening pattern, In this case,
the gear has minimum shape
distortion. The application of
gears with this pattern is
extremely limited because the
[WO mo t important gear areas
(flank and root) are not hard-
ened. In most cases, patterns F
and G would be better choices.

Pattern D is a root harden-
ing pattern. Application of this
pattern is very limited as welI..
sip.ceit has poor wear resis-
lance ..Theoretically, it is pos i-
ble to imagine the necessity of
ustng this pattern as wellas the
previous one; however, practi-
cally, it is better to use another
pattern, such as pattern L

Pattem E is one of the
most popular induction harden-
ing patterns. particularly for
mall gears and sprockets.

Since the body of the tooth is
through hardened, there is a
danger of brittle fracture in
gears subjected to hock loads.
Therefore. one typically ap-
plies a low-temperature tern-
pering that towers me final.
hardness down to S2-58HRc'
This pattern offers good. resis-
tance to wear and pitting.

Patterns F & G are pop-
ular patterns for medium size
gears. in many applications.
Case depth at the rootarea is
typically 30-40% of the depth
in the tooth tip. It is very
important to harden an entire
gear perimeter, including
flank and root area. A rela-
tively ductile tooth core
(28-44 HR:C) and .3 hard sur-
face (56-62 HRq provide a
good combination of such
important gear properties as
wear strength, toughness and
bending fatigue.

Pattern Ii one of the mo t

popular choices for induction

hardening laJEe gears and pin-
ions (300 mrn or more inout-
side diameter) with coarse
teeth (modules greater than
10-]2). Thispanem provides
an exceptional: combination of
fatigu and tear strength and
shock resistance, which i very
important for heavily loaded
gears and pinions experiencing
severe shock loads.

Coil Geometry and
Heat Mode

The variety of required
hardness profiles calls. for dif~
ferent coil designs' and heat
mode. Development. includ-
ing roil design. is [~elY based
on induction prin ipl.e , the
re uIts of mathematil al evalua-
tion and experience with previ-
ous jobs. The development:
establishes not only proces
parameters, :including cycle
times and power levels. but
also coil geomelliy.

Toolh-.by-tooth and gQP~
.by-gap .inductof'S. Generally
peaking. gears are induction

heat treated by either encir-
cling the part with a coil (F.g.
3) or, in larger gears and pin-
ions, beating jhem tooih-by-
toothor gap-by-gap (Fig. 4).
Both tooth-by-tooth and gap-
by-gap techniques can be real-
ized by applying a single-shot
or scanning mode, A gap-by-
gap inductor can be de igned
to hem only the root and/or
flank of the tooth, leaving the
tip and the core son ami duc-
tile. There are many variations
of coil designs applying these
principle . Probably one of the
mo t popular is a "zigzag"
shaped inductor ..

'Generally speaking. power
requirements of both tooth-by-
loom or gap-by-gap hardening
are relatively row,. and applied
frequenci are usually in the
range of 1- [0 ldiz. At thesame
time, this is a time-consuming
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proce s with a low production
rate. Pattern uniformity is Vel)'

sensitive to coil po itioning. In
addition, there.i typieaIly an
appreciablhape or size dis.
tortion ..Shape di tortion is par-
ticuJarly noticeable in the last
heating po ition. The .last tooth
can be pulled out by 0.1.-0.3
mm. Therefore, final grLl1ding
is often required. Distortion can
be minimized by hardening
every 2nd tooth Of toolh gap.
(but this requires 2 revolutions
to harden the enliregear). II i
necessary to m mion here that
due to small coil-workpiece air
gaps (0.5-1.5 nun) and harsh !
working conditions. the indue- I
tion coils often .require inten- j

sive maintenance ruld hal'e rel-
alively short lives compared
with inductors that encircle the
gear. When designing this type
of inductor. panicu]ar attention
should be paid 'to eleetmmag-
netic end/edge effects and the
ability to provide the required
pattern in the gear face areas.

Bncircle inductors. When
applying eneircl coils, there
are five parameters that play a
dominant role in obtaining the
required hardening pattern:
frequency. power. cycletime,
coil, geometry and qu nclring
oondition . Proper control of
these parameters can result in
~otally differenl hardened pro-
illes. Figure S il1u trates a
diversity of .induction harden-
ing pattern mat. were obtained
on the same carbon steel. shaft
th.anks to variati ns in time,
frequency a:nd power. As a
basic rule, when it is necessary
to harden the tooth tips only, a
higher frequency and high
power density should be
applied (Fig. 3, left picture) ..
When hardening 'the toolh!1UOt,
a lower frequency and lower
power density : hoU]d be used
(Fig.. 3, .right picture). A high ,

power density generallygives
a hallow pattern; conversely •.3
low power density will pro-
duce a deep pattern.

Figure 6 how three of the
mo t popular design concepts
of the induction gear heat treat-
lng processes that employ
encircle-type coils: convention-
al single frequency concept
(CSFC). pulsing single fre-
quency co eept (PSFC) and
pulsing dual frequency concept
(PDFC). All three concepts cen
be used in either a ingle- hot
or scanning mode.

The conventional ingle
frequency concept is Itypically
used for hardening gears with
mall teeth. As one can see in

Figure 2 (patterns B & E), tile
teeth are usually through hard-
ened. Quite oftell. CSFC can
also be uccessfully used for
medium ize gears. As an
example, Figure 7 hows 'the
induction gear hardening
machine that applies tI1is con-
cept, The part being beat treat-
ed inlhisap licati(m is an auto-
motive 'transmission compo-
nemwith belical teeth 011 the
inside diameter and Large teeth
on 'the outside diameter. Both
!he inside diameter and the out-
ide diameter require hardening

(Fig. 8). The hardening of the
inside diameter gear teeth
requires 3. higher frequency
than the outside diameter.
Therefore. a. frequency of 10
kHz was chosen for o.D. hard-
ening, and a 200 IdJz frequen-
cy was chosen for 1D. beating.
Precise control of the harden-
ing operationsand a: sophisti-
cated design concept minimize
part distortion and provide
desirable residual stresses in
!he finished gear.

'Gears are comreyed to. the
machine, where they are trans-
ferred by 3. cam-operated robot
to the pin die of a heat tteating CIRCLE 1129'

JlEIIOUI
Precision TechnolOVles
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station. Parts are monitored at

each. station and accepted or
rejected based on alllhe major
factors that affect gear quality,
This includes energy input into
the part; quench flow rate;
temperature and pressure; and
heat time. An advanced COD-

troYmon:itoring system veri-
fies all macbin,e settings to
providecollfidence in the
qua1ily of processing for each
individual gear.

Quite of ten, in,order to pre-
ventproblems such as pitting.
spaUing" tooth fatigue and
'endw-ance, it is necessary to
harden a contour of me gear
(contour hardening). In some
cases, thls can be a difficult task
due to the difference in current
,density (beat source) distribu-
ticaaad beat transfer condi-
tions wilhil'l a gear tooth TWo
main factors complicate the
task of oblaining a required
contour hardness profile.

The first factor is that with,
encircle-type coils, the root
area doe not have a good cou- ,
pling with the inductor com-
pared to tile coupling at tile
gear 'lip. Therefore,. it is more
difficult to induce energy in
the gear root. Secondly, there
is a significant heat sink locat-
ed under the gear root (below
the base circle, Fig. 3). In
order to overcome these diffi-
cullie: and be able to meet
customer specifications. the
pulsing single frequency con-
cept (PSFC) has been devel-
oped (F~g.6b). In many cases,
PSFC allows the user to avoid
the shortcomings of CSFC and
obtain a contour hardening
profi.le. Pulsing provides desir-
able heat flow towards the root
of the gear tooth without.
noticeable overheating of the
tooth tip.

A typical "dual pulse" con-
tour hardening system. which

applies a pulsing single fre-

quency concept,. bas been di -
cussed in Reference 2. This
machine is designed to provide
gear contourites! treatment
(including pre-heating. final
heating. quenching and tem-
pering) with the same co.il
using one high frequency
power supply. Figure 6b ilfus-
ttates the process cycle with
moderate power preheat, soak-
ing stage, short trigll power
final heat and quench followed
by low power heat for temper.
.Pn:lleating ensures a reason-
able heated depth at the roots

of the gear, enabling the attain-
ment of the desired metallurgi-
cal result and decreasing tile
distortion in some materials.
Obviously. preheating reduces
the amount of energy required
in the final heat

A third concept-the
pulsing dual Requencycoll-
eept (PDPC)-is not a. new
one. The idea of using two dif-
ferent frequencies has been
around since the late ]950s,
This concept was primarily
developed tooblain the con-
tour hardening profile of heli-
cal and straight spur gears.
Since several different. compa·
nies, including Contour
Hardening, lnductoheat and
others, have pursuedlhis idea.
several different names and
abbreviations bave been used
to describe it. However.
regardless of the differences in
nomenclature and the s1igllt
proces variations, the basic
idea is the same.

A~ to PDFC (Fig.
tic), the gear is preheated with-
in an induction coil to a.temper-
ature detennined by the process
features that is usually
50- UXY'C below the erideal
temper:ature At I' lYPicaJ]y, this
is accomplished by lISinga
medium fteq-uency (3-10 kHz).
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Depending on the type of gear,
its size and material, 311igb
frequency (30-450 kHz) and
high power density are applied
dwinglhe final beat stage, For
the tina:! heating stage. the fre-
qJJency selected allows the cur-

rent to penetrate only to an exact.
repeatable depth ..Quenching is
done to complete hardening and

bring the gear to ambient tem-
peIalUre.m some cases. dual
frequency machines produce
parts with lower distortion and
more favorable distribution of
residuall stresses compared to
other techniques,

The main drawback of this
process is its complexity and
In.igh cost, since it is necessary
to have two different power
supplies. In some cases, itis
possible to use one dual-fre-
quency power supply instead
of two single frequency
inverters ..However, ilie co l of
these variable frequency
devices is Illgh,and their reli-
ability is quite low.

Special attention should be
paid when designing induction
hardening machlnes for pow-
dered steel gears. These gears
are affected to, a much larger
extent by variations in the
material properties of powder
metals as compared to gears
made by casting or forming,

This is because the electrical
.resistiviry. '!hennal conductivity
and magnetic permeability
strongly depend on the densil:y
of (he powder metal ..
1'80 Tecbnologyfor Gears

AlIIimpressive result can be
achieved not only by develop-
ing a. sopmsticated process,. but
also by using edsting process-
es with a combination of
advanced reels, Through and
surface hardening technology
(fSH) is 3. synergistic eombi-
nation of advanced steel and

techniques. These steels were
invented by Dr. K.
Shepeljakovskii (Ref, 6). The
new low-aUoyed carbon steels
are characterized by very linIe
grain growth during beating
inm the hardening temperature
range. They can be substituted
for more expensive, standard
steels that are typically hard-
ened by conventional induc-
tion, camu.rizing or quenching
and tempering.

Main features ofTSH tech-
nology include:
• TSH steels are relalively inex-
pensive, incorporating . ignifi-
eaatly smaller amounts (~
limes less) of alloying elemenlS
uch as manganese, molylxle-

num, chromium and/or .niclreL
• Lower induction hardening
frequency (1-10 kHz)reduoes
power supply cost.
• High surface compressive
residual stresses (500 MpaI73
ksi +).

• Hardened depth is primarily
controlled by the steel's chemi-
cal cornpositionandinitial
rnicrostrncmre. This makes the
heat treating process repeatable
and robust.
• Reduced chance of overheat-
ing part edges and sharp cor-
ners dl.lelo end effect.

Figure 9 shows an induction
heat t:rea:tedgcar made from
TSH steel One of the unique
feature of that gear is that
instead of using a two-step
approach (first .0.0. beat and
then tD. heat, or vice-versa),
that gear has been heated and
quenched in a ingle step using
only one inductor, no. and tD.
leeth have fine grained mruten-
site wi til a hardness of 62 HRC.
The microstruCllll.re ,of !he core i
a combination of very fine
pearlite and bainite having a

hardness of 25-40HRC.
TSHteclmology parts are

some made of conventionally
heat treated standard steels.
'Iypical applications include
gears, bushings, shafts, coi.1
springs and bearings (Ref. 6).

Induction 'lempering
The stress relieving/tem-

pering process takes place
after the part is hardened. ~t is
a sub equent but no les
important step in metal heat
treating. The main purpose of
tempering is to decrease the
gear brittleness without caus-
ing too great a decrease in the
as-quencnedilludness, to
relieve internal stresses,and
in orne cases to improve
shape stability (Ref. 5).

AconventionaimetOOd of
~mpering induction hardened
gears is to heat '!bern in an
oven or a gas-tired or infrared
furnace, which is typically
located in another area of the

plant This has penalties in
term of floor space, labor and
time needed (0 transport parts.
In addition, a fumacetemper-
.ing operation may take two to
three hours to complete.
Short-time induction temper-
ing was developed to over-
come mese drawbacks.

Time and temperature are
two of the most critical para-
meters in short-time induction
tempering. However, tempera-
ture higher than those used
for furnace tempering must be
used to provide a similar
effect There are several ways
to determine the time-tempera-

ture correlation between con-
ventional long-time, lower
ternperanne furnace tempering
and short-time, higher temper-
atureinduction tempering,
induding. for eJlLarople, the
Hollomon-Jaffe equation and
the Grange-Baughman tem-
pering conelanon.

There is a common mis-
conception that tempering
removes aU internal stresses.
Tempering does decrea e
some stresses, It makes the
steel softer and reduce tile
chance of noticeable distomon
and the possibility of cracking.
As a matter of fact. it is nol:
really desirable to relieve all
stresses. As mentioned above,
itt most gear heat treating
applications, the existence of
good compressive residual
stresses at the gear surface is
useful and vel)' desirable since
it reduces the JJOSs~bilil:yof
crack development

There is a balance of
residual stresses in the work-
piece ..Therefore. if in certain
areas of the gear there are
compressive residual stress-
es, then somewhere within the
workpiece,!bere must be ten-
sile stresses. Applied stresses
are maximum al. t.he gear sur-
face and thenrapidly drop otI
Therefore. one of !he impor-
tant "duties" of tempering is
not only the reduction of ten-
sile stresses, but also the shift-
ing of the maximum of these
stresses toward 'the core ..

special induction hardening stronger and more durable than fig, :hAJlI induction heat 'Mated 'gear madafrom spucia'tty ISH steil,.
MARCH/APRIL 2000 61
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It i important tha:tthe pared to ilS root and win Ihave a

time nom quench to temper tendency to overheat edges and
be held to a minimum. fflhis sharp comers. In order 10 over-
"transient time" is long come these difficulties, low
enough, the internal stresses frequency, loose coil coupling
may cause a noticeable size and low power density should
and shape distortion, or even be used 'for tempering.
cracking. Therefore, a long As discussedabove, il is
transient time between quench- po ible '10 harden and temper
ing and tempering will gear in the arne coil using
decrease or eliminate the tem- the same power supply. In
pering benefits. some cases, it is the best COI1-

~n ihc case of induction cept and has an obvious low
tempering any complex parts capital co t advantage and
(including gears), the choice of less tooling to store. bl other
frequency, power density and case, il. might not be t suit
coil geometry is dictated by customer requirements.
!he need 10 apply enDugh ener- Since the power density
gy into certain areas of the required for tempering is quite
part. In gearlempering appli- low, it is necessary La heat 8 gear
canons, it is necessary to at II slow rate to avoid tooth lip
induce enough energy into the oVerhealing. Depending upon
root area oflhe tooth without the type. of power supply. 'Ill' is
ovemeatingits tip. no! alway - an easy task from

The :rom of the gear is a the load matching point of view.
critical area because the maxi- In addition. the depth of current

penell1l'lion in carbon teel ru
tempering temperatures is very
small compared to its value dur-
ing I1ardening. This is due to the
fact that tempering tempera-
ture are alway below 'th
Curie point, and therefore,
steels are alway: in a magncti
slate. In addition. the relali ve
magneti penneabi lily of steel
during induction tempering is
more lhantell times rngher 001111-

pared to the penneability of steel
during induction hardening.
Thi is due to, the I.ow magnetic
lield intensities used in indue-
lion tempering (Fig. II).

A substantial increase in
magnetic permeability results
ina significaJ]] decrease in pen-
enation depth of an induced
current. 1berefore, in merle
heal. a gear for tempering to the
ame depth as twdening. it is

wise '10 use a lower f:requ ney.
In additioll, time required

fOIi induction tempering is typ-
icaJly 2~ times that of induc-

11(2 11321472
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mum concemrarionof stresses
is typically located there. As a
result. fatigue cracks occur pri-
mari.ly in the root area.
Therefore, it is very importaJlt
for 'lhi 3J!'Ie<.I to be stress
relieved. There are three fac-
tors that make th.is task quite a
complicated one. TwO' factors
are similar to hardening and
were discussed above. One of
them deals with poor electro-
magnetic ooupling between the
coil and the tooth roo! com-

pared with the tooth lip.
Another one deals with the
existence of a heat sink phe-
nomenon in the root Thelhird
factor derives from the fact !bat
the tempering temperature are
aI:way below the Curie point
Therefore. 'the gear is magnetic
and !he ki:nelIec! is alway
pronounced (Fig. 3, teftfig-
ure). The lise of high frequency
for induction tempering :will
re ult in an essential power' ur-
plus inllle tip of the tooth com-
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(ion hardening. Therefore. including internal stress relief.
when one uses '!he same coil
for hardening and tempering.
Ithe production and power up-
ply utilization might' uffer.

Healing for tempering wi!h
a separate coil and dedicated
!power supply is am re costly
solution from a capitnl invest-
ment point of view. bUI al. the
same time. it has several notil.-c-
able advantagcs.lbe CUITCllt

distribution and power dcm;:i.ly
can be optimized specific-lilly
for the tempering operation. A
separate, loosely coupled.
chan~nel-type. single- or multi-
tum coil can be used effectively
for this pmpose .. Equipment
will be used very elfectivcly
with high production. One
hardenLng machine can operate
.in conjunction with two or
three tempering machines,

The decision to inducnon
temper should be carefu lIy
weighed (Ref, 5), Some metal-
lurgisL'l are not comfortable
with tempering for a short time
and then only in the harden d
area. They feel thai furnace
beating of the entire part and
holding it a temperature for
hours. v . seconds or minut s,
is more reliable. The key to My
gear or critical component pro-
duction process is how welllhc
finished part performs in ser-
vice. kn induction tempered

gear. like :my other machine
component, sh uld be lh r-
oughly tested and evaluated for
reliability. Necessary test data
for induction and furnace tem-
pered parts should be com-
pared. II is important to
.remember that the surface tem-
perature alone is nOi a valid
indication of a pMper lemper.
[f tempering bas been done
correctly. th.ere will be only a
. light redUCUOD in hardn
whicn will be more 111Moffset
by 'the benefit obtained.

improved ductility or 'tough-
ness, and shifting of the maxi-
mum tensile stress. farther
away from the applied stress.

The advantages, of indlJction
tempering-sy tern compact-
ness, slngle part proce sing.
energy efficiency. and precise
oontrol and monitoring of an
individual tparl_in many cases

far outweighsthe diisad.V!lJItages
and fear of Ihe untried.

Concll!J5ion
Space limits thls discussion

to major features of induction
gear beat !:reaming. There are
many a pect invo1ved in
designing and manufacturing
contemporary gear hardening
and tempering systems, This

include an effect of prior
microstructure and grain size
on hanlening pattern. (Khers
deal with quenching. cracking.
shape/size distortion and resid-

ual stress dislTilJution.O
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Tell Us WHI VOl!Think ...
If you found this article of
interest andJor useful, please
circle 2If1.

If you would ike more infOf-
mation about Inductoheat.
please circle ZOI.

Austempered Ductile Iron (ADO
outperforms steel as demonstrated in th.ese'
road test results- n hid'- ~. •_ __ ____ 0__ ypo_ gears.

nypoid (iear:;: AD] vs, SteelSwitching fmrn steel
to Aus1empered
Ductile Iron (ADI)
wi II also add these
benefits:

• Cast '10 nearer net
shape :Il1dredllced
machining cost

• Iighrer weight
• Lower ,o-ve:r.all 'cost

Applied Process,lnc.
is the world leader in 1000
austernpering. Call
today or visil ou r
website to learn how
Austemperillg can make
your parts qUieter.

2000 3000
R.P.M. (road test)

Livooia, Ml Oshkmh, WI EUzabeUllown. trJ'
Melbourne.lmsrralia Binning,ham, England

Ph: (734) 46<\·2030 Ex. 31 Fax: (734) 464-6314
Emall: lkeough a applil'CIpl't.lQ!SS.com

web: WW\V,applJedprocess.com

Vllit our web' alla: www.basicmachinetools.com

M'od'a'i GS-20-4T
Gear :Sbaper
$86,395,
2.O"'IDiameter
,4" (or ,1r'1 face Width

M!od'el HS10·12 tNt
HeNC" Hob Sbarpener

$112.995
111"Diamat.sr

12" Length
(CON Wheell)
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